Deadly Bridge Sins

T

he Seven Deadly Sins were put together by the
Dallas Aces (in 1967, according to my copy) as
a summary of the categories of mistakes we make as
players – they used them when reviewing what they
did during training and matches. The team of Bob
Hamman, Mike Lawrence and a few other OK players went on to win multiple world championships, so
there is probably something to it.
I have noticed that most mistakes partner and I make
can be chucked into one of these baskets. If the same
sin keeps repeating itself, we work on it.
Seven Deadly Sins

1. Bidding without values
2. System violations
3. Unilateral actions
4. No-Win declarer plays
5. No-Win defensive plays
6. Impulsive plays
7. Mechanicals
We try to identify such things ourselves when reviewing sessions or events. We then discuss specific hands
or deal with the topic as a whole. Sometimes we may
just identify a problem and that is enough by itself.
For instance, we may have had an evening where
sloppy defence caused unnecessary losses. After the
session, however, one of us says that the cause was
being tired. Neither of us will now pursue any particular boards where the defence was poor.
These sins are basically just you as a player and you
can work on them just like you work on your technique. The mistakes you make as partners, however,
are just as important to your results.
I have attempted here to generate an effective list of
the sins that occur on a partnership level. Surprisingly, the top three had direct parallels.
Broadly speaking, partnership sins are about how you
conduct your relationship and how you conduct your
defence where winning bridge is based on a fully cooperative effort.
My Seven Deadly Partnership Sins
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1

Talking without values
Agreement violations
Unilateral defence
Domestic deafness
Body Language
Creating Bad Vibes
Laziness
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It will be interesting to see if I have got it right or
not. Maybe my partner will tell me if I have missed
something. Also, maybe some of you out there can
explore the themes. If you want to shield the innocent
(such as your good self), then pass material on to me
– I promise to protect my sources…
Talking Without Values
Your partner has just gone down in 3NT. You say: “I
think you should have made that. Anyway, you could
have put us in spades and let me play the hand.”
I heard this said recently and, after the dust settled, it
turned out that 4 had no play but 3NT did. 3NT was
a better contract and it only went down because we
defended well. Declarer was not a happy camper.
This is a clear case of Talking Without Values. Bridge
is an emotional game and players get excited easily.
This leads to players blurting out their opinions at
the table when they are unhappy about something – a
very dangerous practice. Take the time to think things
through before criticising the actions of your partner
or opponents. Criticism, like revenge, is a dish best
served cold.
Agreement Violations
You open a weak 2! with 6-4 in the reds and two
queens. Sounds OK, yes? Well, maybe. You are vulnerable in second seat and your partnership has a
strong agreement that Weak Twos are constructive
under these conditions. Whatever happens now, you
will worry about how your partner views the bid. If the
opponents bid 4 , get doubled by partner and make
an overtrick you are in a big hole. Is it worth it?
Of course, the answer is no, and you need to be very
clear about what your agreements are. Good partnerships depend on effective agreements. They are as
important as system itself. If you won’t honour an
agreement don’t make it. Partnerships regularly break
up because of problems in this area.
When you make agreements, you decide whether
they are suggestions, strong guidelines or absolutes.
You need to learn these better than you learn your formal system and spend time developing them. If you
regularly fail in this area and have ambitions, your
partnership is doomed.
Unilateral Defence
Defence is how partnerships rise and fall. If you defend well the rest of your game tends to follow.

Blaine Howe

You are defending 2 . You have both been working
hard to beat the hand. You are on lead at a critical
point and have to decide whether to make a passive
return to keep on grinding out the defence.

You finally sling out an unsupported ace to get the
hand over with. Partner can see you pretty much shrug
your shoulders – the defence collapses, and declarer
soon claims.
You can almost hear partner thinking “Is it worth all
the effort?” If you do this a lot, the answer is no.
Putting effort into beating more contracts is the best
way to get partner to believe in your partnership. To
be successful at the table, you and partner must think
that hard work in defence is worthwhile.
When you start defending solo you don’t pay enough
attention to partner’s signals. You should always feel
bad when you miss a basic signal. When I miss a couple of these in a session, I start looking in my bridge
bag for my knee pads – I know the apology is going
to be painful.
Domestic Deafness
Make no mistake, a bridge partnership is a relationship. It has many parallels with marriage and you need
to manage it like you manage your relationship with
your life partner. This is what makes playing effective bridge difficult for married couples. It is tough
enough trying to maintaining one relationship with
someone. Maintaining two is impressive.
It is possible, I suppose, to have a personal relationship built on the principles required to play high level
bridge successfully. If you have mastered this, I would
like to meet you. Maybe we can bottle it and sell it for
high prices to bridge couples.
You have to talk to each other regularly about a range
of things and the problem is doing this efficiently and
without one of you developing into a nag. Or both of
you nagging, but about different things. Then you stop
listening. We all know about how this happens. If it
gets bad, then you have to do something, because domestic deafness can quickly become a habit.

For instance, partner does something bad in a session
and you keep on about it because you believe it is an
important issue. Perhaps partner says at some point “I
just made a mistake, OK?”. You then retort “But why
did you do it?”. At this point, partner is turning down
the volume on his hearing aid.
Body Language
Body language is unavoidable but we have to make
an effort to control it at the table. This is not easy.
There are two kinds of body language. The first is
where you pass information because of the manner in
which you bid or play. This puts pressure on partner
and makes it difficult to bid and play effectively.
1. You think about a bid or play for a long time and
clearly show distress about your choice.
2. You move your hand to the Pass side of the bidding
box, then change your mind and select a bid.
3. You lead your singleton with gusto as soon as the
last pass is completed.
Giving partner ethical problems, or creating a tense
environment because the opponents suspect there is
one is a really bad thing to do.
The second kind is where you are making loud silent
commentary.
1. Partner makes a stupid switch and you roll your
eyes and play your card with a lob or lean over the
table to inspect partner’s card.
2. Your shoulders slump when dummy comes down
or when opponents find the correct continuation
after holding the lead. The defence now feels confident and starts looking for that extra one off.
3. Partner gives you a look that makes it clear he
wants you to be arrested or exterminated.
You don’t have an unlimited number of get out of jail
free tickets so use your tickets carefully.

I presume that you are not in the situation where your
domestic deafness is due to a lack of respect for your
partner’s views – if this is true, don’t bother to read any
more of this until you form your next partnership.

In a similar vein, asking too many questions, coffee
housing or getting involved in opponents’ discussions
can do your partner’s head in. If partner shows a distinct dislike of this, pay heed.

Domestic Deafness is the Yin to Nagging’s Yang. Unfortunately, it is mostly the Yang that has to be dealt
with if real improvements are to be made. The something you should do is generally trying to stay constructive at all times, keeping your proposals short and
letting some things go. There is only so much energy
in the tank to keep going over something.

Creating Bad Vibes
This is not suggesting you join the silly backslapping
of many team sports but that you do not go out of
your way to be negative. How often have you heard
this sort of banter at score-up:

Letting things go is not in a bridge player’s nature
and you have to work at it. There are many situations
where you know you can do better.

“We were terrible.”
“We had two disasters.”
“I went down in two laydown games.”
Continued on page 21
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Bridge into the 21st Century
TEST YOUR RESPONSES TO MULTI 2"
What do you bid on the hands below, nil vulnerable:
2"*

(Pass)

?

*Weak two in either major, with no strong option.
1.

7, ! A Q 8 6, " A Q J 7, # K 8 4 2

2.

K 7 4, ! Q 7 4, " A 8 6 4 2, # 9 5

3.

7, ! A K J 9 6 2, " K 8 6, # K 6 5

4.

9 8 7 6 2, ! J 9 7 2, " 3, # J 8 6

5.

A 6 5, ! Q 10 8, " A K 7 5 2, # A 7

6.

K 3,! K J 4, " K Q 4 2, # K 6 3 2

7.

A J 5, ! Q 5 2, " Q 10 5 2, # K 10 7

8.

7, ! 7 3, " A J 5, # K J 10 8 7 4 2

9.

A 10 9, ! A 2, " A Q 6, # Q J 9 8 7

10.

A Q 9 2, ! 2, " 6, # K Q J 9 8 7 5

1. 2 . It wasn’t my intention to do a quiz on the Multi
in this issue, but I have seen it misused so often lately
that it is surely time for a refresher. Responses to the
Multi cannot be defined, since the responses at the
two-level are different to the responses at the threeand four-level. Suffice to say that all responses are
pass or correct. On this hand spades will play poorly,
so bid 2 , pass or correct. If partner bids 3!, then of
course you continue on to 4!.
2. 3!. You have nine trumps in hearts or spades, and
with a nine-card trump fit it is recommended you
preempt to the three-level. If you bid only 2! then
your opponents have a much better chance to get together and find a fit, and perhaps outbid you to the
four-level.
3. 2 . Easy, but bidding 2! is a particularly common
error. You expect partner to have spades, and if so 2
is the contract in which you wish to play. It is just possible partner has something like 653, ! Q108754,
" AQ7, # 7. With 11 easy tricks in hearts you would
now be playing in 2! if you bid 2! and not 2 !
4. 4!. It is still pass or correct at the four-level. You
have 10 hearts or 11 spades, and who knows what opponents can make, probably a slam. You want to take
up as much space as possible so preempt to 4!, and
let the opponents guess.

1
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5. 4!. This time you are bidding to make, but the opponents don’t know that. You may find an optimist
in the next seat, who may wander in at the five-level,
doubled of course.
6. 2!. This is more judgment than system. Your hand
adds up to 15 HCP, but with no ace it is poorly structured. There is a far greater chance you will fail at the
three-level, than you will make 10 tricks in hearts or
spades. Partner held QJ, ! Q109753, " J1075, #7,
so you are missing the four aces, a poor start when
trying for 10 tricks. Also opponents can construct a
diamond ruff to hold you to eight tricks. On a bad day
they will score two diamond ruffs, and 2! will fail by
a trick.
7. 2!. This defensive-type hand may or may not be
good enough to make 3! or 3 , so first you try to
play at the two-level. This is a delicate area and your
LHO opponent may have a close decision whether to
come in or not over your 2!. One thing I find annoying is my RHO asking what 2" is, and then passing
when told it shows 6-10 points. What do you think,
do the askers have two high-card points, or 10 or 11?
8. 3#. Even if partner has hearts, and you have a 6-2
fit, the bulky club suit on the side will be a burden.
You are a chance to make 3#, so you should be able
to simply sign off there by bidding 3#.
9. 2NT. You want to make an invitation if partner has
hearts, but go to game if partner has spades. The common method is that over 2NT opener bids 3# with
hearts and a maximum, 3" with spades and a maximum, and bids 3! or 3 with a minimum.
I get by with just the 3# and 3" responses. If, over
3#$or 3", the responder now bids 3! or 3 , the Multi-opener carries on to game with a maximum (so here
would bid 4! over your 3! with a maximum). The
major advantage is that the partner of the Multi-bidder is always declarer and has the advantage of the
lead coming around to the unknown hand.
10. 2NT. It looks like partner has hearts, but you never know, so there is some risk attached to signing off
in 3#. If there are only two response to 2NT, 3# =
hearts and 3" = spades, then you can have the best
of both worlds on this hand. If partner bids 3# over
2NT, showing hearts, you simply pass. If partner bids
3", showing spades, then you bid 4 .
Paul Lavings
Postfree Bridge Books

Experience Sydney from an extraordinary perspective aboard your own
small cruise ship. After embarkation, MV Captain Cook's Explorer will
escort the magnificent QE2 as she departs Sydney Harbour for the last
time. The for the next three nights relax and enjoy Social Bridge,
spectacular harbour sights, interesting shore excursions, and top class
food! All meals are included.
Cruise package from $847.00 per person
First 14 “singles” to book pay no sole use surcharge!
UPCOMING ESCORTED DEPARTURES IN THE
“WINGS AWAY TOURS COLLECTION”
November, 2007
Luxury Vietnam
February, 2008
Antarctica & the Chilean Fjords
March, 2008
Borneo Bridge
May, 2008
European River Cruising
September, 2008
Dubai to Dubrovnic Tour

WINGS AWAY TRAVEL,
55 ROSE ST.,
ESSENDON 3040
Phone:
1800 800 640
Email:
maree@wingsaway.com.au
Licence: 32025
2007 Open & Women’s Interstate Winners

ACT Open Team: Daniel Geromboux, Mark Abraham, Griff Ware,
Nye Griffiths, David Vaughan, Michael Smart and Ian Thomson, npc.

WA Women’s Team: Kate Smith, Annabelle Booth, Leonie Fuller,
Alida Clark, Lauren Shiels, Allison Stralow, npc., Jill Del Piccolo
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Book Review
Improving Your Judgement 1: Opening the Bidding
Audrey Grant. Published by Baron Barclay

T

here have been other books on this topic, but
Audrey Grant fans will welcome this offering.

There are four main chapters on opening bids, while
the last part of the book comprises 32 Practice
Deals (specially-coded cards can be purchased as an
accessory for dealing these hands).
The material is presented very simply to appeal to
inexperienced players, but nevertheless the student is
invited to progress in skill with moderately advanced
concepts such as length points in notrump openings.
There are quizzes and summaries within the chapters.
As always, the Grant books are built around a sound
learning process, with colour used for emphasis.
I’m sure many people have heard of the Rule of 20 (the
text refers to it as a guideline), but have you heard of
the Guideline of 15? With a borderline hand in fourth
seat, add the high card points to the number of spades in
the hand. If it comes to less than 15, consider passing.
The sample deals are analysed for bidding, play and
defence. Here’s one to consider.
East deals, NS vulnerable
Q 10
!"J 6 3
#"A Q J 8
$"10 7 6 3
A8653
J7
!"10 5 2
!"A K Q 9 4
#"K 7
#" 10 6 3
$"A 8 5
$"9 4 2
K942
!"8 7
#"9 5 4 2
$"K Q J
West opens 1 in third seat and East responds 2!,
passed out. South leads $K, which West wins with the
ace. There is at least one spade loser, three diamond
losers and two club losers - one loser too many
West could try leading towards #K, a 50% shot, or
(recommended) try to ruff a diamond in dummy. West
should play a diamond from dummy at trick two.
#K is just an illusion, which may prevent declarer from
seeing the correct line. Even though the opponents
can lead trumps back twice when they get in with
diamonds, there is still one trump left in dummy to ruff
the third diamond, and the contract slips home.
John Hardy

1
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John Hardy
Bridge Books
and Software
Books
Points Schmoints
Marty Bergen
$36.30
Improve Your Judgement1: Opening the Bidding
Audrey Grant
$17.60
How the Experts Win at Bridge
Burt & Lynn Hall
$36.30
Advanced Bridge Bidding for the C21
Max Hardy
$38.50
2/1 Game Forcing: An Introduction
Steve Bruno & Max Hardy
$19.80
Roman Keycard Blackwood
Eddie Kantar
$29.70
The Fun Way to Better Bridge Play
Harry Lampert
$26.40

Software
JACK 4.0
Upgrades from versions 2 and 3 available

$104.50

Bridge Baron 17

$104.50

Upgrade to BB17 (old CD required)

$50.60

Learn and Practise Bidding Conventions Vol. 1
Easy way to learn basic conventions
$44.00
NEW! Teach Yourself Bridge Technique
David Bird interactive CD

$49.50

Improve your bridge play with these –
A View from the Top
Bob Hamman and Barry Rigal on
bidding and play for advanced players

$49.50

Modern American Bidding
Train yourself on 2/1 with Eric Kokish
& Beverley Kraft

$63.80

Partnership Defence in Bridge
Woolsey’s classic on CD for intermediates

$55.00

My Favourite 52
Over your shoulder test by Larry Cohen

$30.80

Bridge Master 2000
Challenge your declarer play skills

$91.30

The Terence Reese Classics

$63.80

Mike Lawrence’s Counting at Bridge
and other CDs - each:

$49.50

John Hardy (ABN 63 813 139 759)
63 Tristan St., Carindale QLD 4152
Ph: 07-3398 8898 or 0409 786 050
Email J.Hardy@uq.net.au
Website www.uq.net.au/~zzjhardy
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Bridge
To play bridge is to play your cards,
For it is a game of 52, witit no room for jokers.
A standard deck with four points of view,
Such as the primary face of a
compass’ directional due.
To be complete you need a scoresheet,
To he hidden from view until the hand is through.
Need a director for a misplay or other faultier,
And a clock to reign in the time defaulter.
Its origin I do not know,
Perhaps inspiration over times flow.
There are many systems that can be used,
Generally leading to some getting confused.
You need a partner and an opposition,
Sometimes there is a sit out,
At other times Rover gets a run,
Mitchell sits aside while Howell does
feet, shuffle and growl.
There are points Red and Green,
GNOTs and teams, pairs mixed or the same.
Congress and events without a standby,
Once you’re hooked doesn’t time fly.
Better a pen than a pencil,
For you need to place or pass a bid in turn.
With a lot of points you may pledge a slam,
For my introduction to this game,
Thank You Ma’am.
Paul Unger, Mardi, NSW
2007 Seniors Interstate Winners

JACK 4
$114.95 (includes postage and GST)
The world’s best bridge program (latest version 4), winner of the World Computer Bridge
Championship in 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004 and
2006. Jack has exceptional bidding and play
capabilities, further enhanced in the latest version. It has a user friendly interface, and many
features not found in other bridge programs.
Runs in all versions of Windows, and plays
better if your computer is fast.
Also available is a CD of 1,749 hands from
various World Championship Tournaments you
can play with Jack. Priced at $39.95 including
postage and GST.

BRIDGE TIMERS,
DEALING MACHINES
FOR SALE
Does your club need a bridge timer?
EBA can supply you with an attractive remotely
controlled timer where you can set the round
time (there is an audible warning with 2 minutes
to go), round number, and adjust the sound
level. A large, bright display of elapsed time and
round number can be seen from the back of
the largest bridge playing area. Priced at $595
including GST, plus $10 postage to anywhere
in Australia.
We also have second hand dealing machines
in excellent condition (from $3000) that can
enhance enjoyment of the game for your club’s
players by providing them with pre-dealt hands
and hand records.

SA Seniors Team: David Anderson (Manager), John
Hewitt, Arthur Porter, Bob Clarke, Roger Januszke.
In absentia: David Cherry, John Horowitz
Congratulations also to the NSW Junior Team, Nabil Edgtton, J Hornibrook, Daniel Krochmalik, Nick
Rodwell, Gabby Feiler, Paul Gosney, who took out
the Youth Interstate from SA.
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Available from:
Dennis Yovich, EBA Pty Ltd
PO Box 70
Leederville
WA 6902

Ph: (08) 9420 2458
Fax: (08) 9341 4547
Email: dyovich@iinet.net.au

PAUL LAVINGS POSTFREE BRIDGE BOOKS
PO Box 807 Double Bay NSW 1360
Tel: (02) 9388-8861 Email: postfree@bigpond.net.au
VISIT OUR UPGRADED WEBSITE at www.postfree.cc - NEW BOOKS AND
SOFTWARE, GIFTS, HOME & CLUB SUPPLIES, QUALITY SECOND HAND
BRIDGE BOOKS AND VINTAGE AND ANTIQUE ITEMS.

Christmas is coming – gift ideas

Bridge Encyclopedia
Suit combinations,
100s of profiles,
results, list of all bridge
books + 560 page
dictionary of bridge
info. Next edition due
2012.
$64.95 POSTFREE
(Was $119.50)

The Elusive
Masterpoint
by Carl Vancellette
Highly entertaining and
extremely witty
book on a married
couple learning the
ropes. Lots of hands.
$29.95 POSTFREE

Card Play Technique
By Mollo & Gardener
The most-read bridge
book of all time
now back in print.
Lift you game to the
next level.
$34.95 POSTFREE

Piatnik Double Gift
Packs - Classy
Only $12.95
POSTFREE
A woman’s place is
at the bridge table
Set of 20 serviettes
$5.95 POSTFREE

1997and 2003 Daily
Bridge Calendar
The Daily Bridge
Calendar has been
discontinued.
After March 1, 2008
the dates are the
same day of the month
as in 1997 and 2003.
365 hands equal to 6
bridge books
$25.00 POSTFREE

Audrey Grant Bridge Books – Acclaimed Worldwide

Bridge At A Glance
32-page quick
reference summary
$16.95 POSTFREE

Bridge Basics 1:
An Introduction
For beginners, and
includes 32 prepared
deals
$19.95 POSTFREE

Bridge Basics 2:
Competitive Bidding
Preempts, overcalls,
takeout doubles and
more.
Plus hands
$22.95 POSTFREE

Commonly Used
Conventions

More Commonly Used
Conventions

2001 US Teachers
Ass. Book of the Year
$29.95 POSTFREE

By popular demand,
includes neg Xs, 2suited overcalls,
leads and signals.
$29.95 POSTFREE

Doubles

Understanding the
many uses of doubles
$19.95 POSTFREE

VALUE – POSTFREE DEALS FOR CLUBS
• 500 page double-sided BIDDING SLIPS. 40 pads
$180
• TRAVELLERS, SYSTEM CARDS, PERSONAL
SCORERS
• EBA 100% PLASTIC SUPER CARDS – $4.40 per
pack
• QUEENS SLIPPER $2.50 per pack
• El cheapo 100% plastic barcoded cards 50c per
pack
• PLASTIC DUPLICATE BOARDS $2.75 each
• ASE 8 CLUB SCORING PROGRAM - $399
• DERRICK BROWNE BEGINNER & INT. BOOKS,
Flippers
• BIDDING BOXES $49.95 set / REFILLS 100%
plastic $29.95 set

An ideal gift –

Dealing Machine
NEW SUPER MACHINE!
100% Australian made
No barcodes, faster, smarter,
cheaper at $3995 + delivery
postfree@bigpond.net.au

A subscription to
Australian Bridge,
your national bridge
magazine.
$49 for 6 issues.

We stock the full
range of Paul
Marston’s beginner
and intermediate
books and cheat sheets. Discounts
for clubs and teachers.

ALL NON-DISCOUNT MAIL ORDER IS POSTFREE!
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Not only is this unnecessary but it erodes the confidence of the team (not to mention that of partner) and
the confidence of other players in you .
Just do the score-up and get on with it. Some players
seem to expend as much energy in post mortems as
they do during the match itself. The use of the term
post mortem to describe how players review their
performance seems to be well chosen.
Jim Borin was at a national teams event many years
ago and his pair went for a postcode. At score-up,
however, it seems the board had been scrubbed at the
other table. Jim took the entirely sensible position
that it was not necessary to tell teammates until after
the event, so he temporarily buried the result.
If you decide you have to confess to a sin immediately, at least do so with a sense of humour. Since when
is one bad board a disaster? Get a grip!
Laziness
This is a tricky one. We can all play better by being
physically well prepared. Keep fit, eat well, drink
plenty of water and get plenty of sleep.
There is an expectation of a degree of commitment to
the partnership that you need to keep up.

It doesn’t matter what your level of commitment is,
but try to stick to it. Doing the right thing is boring
but real – especially once you are past your first year
as a unit.
You may be in a freewheeling partnership where you
turn up with a bottle of wine under your belt at nationals and wing it at the table. But that’s not you, right?
For those who want to do well you are expected to
keep up certain standards. Some of the areas are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pay attention to partner’s signals.
Read and learn your system notes.
Put enough effort into defending.
Have a system discussion and/or practise to
keep your game ticking over between big events
– whether for your partnership these are national,
state or congress.
5. Turn up on time to stop partner getting tense.
6. Help with the administrative tasks like entering
events and the like.
When you get lazy and stop doing these things to the
level partner expects (especially the one about looking at those pesky signals), your partnership is starting to slip. We don’t want that, do we?
Blaine Howe, Melbourne
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